
Air Multiplier™ technology
An annular jet draws in surrounding air,  
amplifying it 18 times.

No choppy air
No blades chopping the air means airflow  
is smooth, with no unpleasant buffeting.

Safe
No fast-spinning blades.

Easy to clean
No awkward grilles or blades.

Remote control
Curved and magnetized to  
store neatly on the machine.

Easy to adjust
Simple to adjust height and tilt.  
No clamping.

Variable airflow control
Push button on remote to quickly  
adjust airflow power.

Oscillation
One-touch for 90˚ rotation.

2 year warranty
Parts and labor.



Safe
No fast-spinning blades.

Mixed flow impeller
A combination of the technologies used in turbochargers  
and jet engines generates powerful airflow.

7° airfoil-shaped ramp
Generates maximum airflow velocity and volume.

1mm annular aperture
Air is forced out to create the annular jet.

13mm airflow projector
Directs more air towards you by focusing its exit angle.

Brushless motor
Energy-efficient. Variable power rather than the  
limited settings on conventional motors.

Low center of gravity
Heaviest components positioned low-down  
for improved stability.

No blades. No buffeting.
Air Multiplier™ technology 
amplifies surrounding air,  
giving an uninterrupted  
stream of smooth air.

Blades cause buffeting.
The blades on conventional 
pedestal fans cause unpleasant 
buffeting because they chop  
the air before it hits you.

Safe.
No fast spinning blades.

Easy to clean.
No awkward grilles  
or blades.

Easy height adjust.
The stand uses a constant 
force tensator spring to resist 
the force of gravity. So it  
stays put without clamping.

Easy to tilt.
Stays put without clamping.

Specifications:

UPC retail  8799 5700 3897

Product color  Silver/Silver

Product weight  9.44 lbs.

Product dimensions 
 Height  55.43 in. (max) 
   46.77 in. (min) 
 Width  17.72 in. 
 Depth  4.21 in.

Performance specifications 
 Voltage  120 V 
 Total machine output 65 W 
 Airflow (max setting) 184 gal/sec 
 Velocity (max setting) 11.48 feet/sec

Remote control 
 Dimensions  3.07 x 1.26 x 0.43 in. 
 Weight  0.035 lbs. 
 Battery type  CR2032 3V “coin” cell 
 Remote control docking Docking on amplifier  
   by magnet
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